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72-8XXXA

Thank you for purchasing our product. 

In order to ensure correct installation, operation and optimum performance of this product please 
read this manual in detail and keep for future reference.

This instrument is produced under strict quality control. All parts go through screening and ageing, 
and a series of performance testing, environmental testing and safety testing. In order to guarantee 
safe use, and the best working performance, working environment guidelines must be followed.





72-8XXXA

72-8XXXA is a series of general DC power supplies suitable for laboratory use.

Both CH1 and CH2 may work in CV or CC mode, and these two modes convert automatically 
according to the load. CH1 and CH2 have auto tracking function. In this condition, the output of 
CH2 tracks the output of CH1. This function is usually used when adjustable symmetrical and 
double polarity power is required. Both CH1 and CH2 display the output voltage or current with 
a 6-digit-LED meter.

CH3 (in some models) is a 5V fixed output. Its maximum output current is 2A, and it is usually 
used in TTL circuits etc.
CH1, CH2 and CH3 all have overload protection.



72-8XXXA

72-8335A 72-8690A/72-8695A;

72-8700A.

Pease review the following safety precautions before operating our equipment to avoid electric
shock or personal injury.

Only qualified service technicians should perform service or maintenance. Please inspect 
instrument before using.    Do not use if there is damage or you suspect damage.



AC 220V  10%, 50Hz 4% (UK/Europe)      
AC 110V 10%, 50Hz  4%(US)

72-8XXXA

72-8335A

72-8690A

72-8695A

72-8700A

72-8690A、72-8700A)

72-8700A

72-8335A 72-8690A/72-8695A
72-8700A

0ºC to 40ºC (for UK/Europe), 
32ºF to 104ºF (for US)
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Please note
The product includes with the  power source 220V (for UK/Europe) or 110V (for USA)
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